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Skilling India
No Time To Lose

“We have no time to lose, and having no time 
we must scramble for a chance.”

– Rabindranath Tagore



• India has a skilling urgency & a skilling paradox

• Of 468 ml. workers, many must move from ‘baskets’ to ‘bytes’

• But are caught today in a vicious cycle of low skills & few good 
jobs

• Moving to a virtuous circle of better skilling & more good jobs is 
imperative, and can be done

• Simplifying skill definitions to see what is needed

• A three-part framework—acquiring skills, matching skills, 
anticipating skills—to make skilling work better

• Need to ensure India gets rich before it gets old
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India must get rich before it gets old



The urgency 
of skilling

“India’s labour force will soon overtake China’s  as 
the world’s largest . . . the country is struggling to 
generate opportunities for a workforce with the 
wrong skills.” —The Economist

Nearly 1.25 million new workers aged 15–29
are projected to join the workforce every 
month through 2022

The roughly 70 million workers entering the 
workforce between 2018 and 2022 will need to be 
skilled for a 21st century economy if India is to keep 
pace with technological change

“Our country presently faces a 
dual  challenge of paucity of highly 
trained workforce, as well as non-
employability of large sections of 
the conventionally educated youth, 
who possess little or no job skills.”

—Union Ministry of Skill Development 
and Entrepreneurship



India’s skilling 
paradox



India’s skilling system: scale but not strategy



From baskets to bytes
The transition of workers from 
agriculture and small, unregistered, 
informal firms to small, medium and 
large formal firms has been slow

Conceptually the basket to bytes 
answer is clear: Skill existing informal 
workers (many female) & new workers 
based on industry requirements. Deploy 
them in rapidly growing formal sectors. 
And  when that is difficult, transform 
informalisation from a vice to a virtue. 

But in practice this is difficult. Why?



Most workers have little education



A vicious cycle of low skills & few good jobs

• Inadequately skilled workers, out-of-date labour laws, and rising 

ratio of wages to the cost of capital  results in persistent 

informality

• Greater informality drives poor skilling, employers choose

machinery over men and women, few good jobs are created, 

driving India’s burgeoning labour force further into informality







A virtuous circle of better skilling & more 
good jobs 

A multi-pronged approach

• Skill:  Skill the workforce, covering both existing and new workers, to 
match employers’ needs and promote ‘formal’ jobs

• Rationalise regulations: Clear dysfunctional and out-of-date labour
& industrial  laws and regulations so they no longer keep firms small 
and impede transition from informal to more ‘formal’ jobs; make 
social security portable

• Invest: Promote & facilitate public and private investment in most 
promising sectors for generating jobs



A three-part framework 
to realise India’s skilling 
potential

• acquiring skills
• matching skills
• anticipating skills



Acquiring skills
How best to impart them



Simplifying skills
Cognitive skills are basic skills of literacy and 

numeracy, applied knowledge and problem-

solving aptitudes and higher cognitive skills 

such as experimentation, reasoning and 

creativity

Technical and vocational skills are the physical 

and mental ability to perform specific tasks 

using tools and methods in any occupation

Social and behavioural skills include working 

well with others, communicating & listening 

well with others, and being agreeable and 

outgoing



Skills: Foundational, Employability, Entrepreneurial



• Make sure all children are literate and numerate

• Change curricula and teaching practices based on evidence about what is working

• Ramp up assessments to know whether and what skills are imparted with what success

• Adopt international learning standards

• Focus and consolidate technical and vocational education

• Reach special groups

– Skilling entrepreneurs

– Skilling informal workers

– Skilling workers for lifelong learning

• Ensure that skills are portable across other jobs and sectors

Acquiring skills: A short-, medium- and long-haul 
agenda



Matching skills
How best to adjust them



Mismatches between skills supply & demand



Anticipating skills
How best to adapt them



Recommendations 
for adapting and 
anticipating skills
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• Slightly more than half of India’s workers have school attainment below secondary school with 
no vocational training

• Of India’s current workforce, 31% are illiterate, 13% have a primary education, and 6% are  
college graduates

• About 2% of the workforce have formal vocational training, and 9% have non-formal, 
vocational training

• Approximately 48 million workers in construction and 16 million in textiles and apparel have 
no vocational training

• The unemployment rate for graduates aged 20–24 was 29%, for those 25–29, 12%, and for 
those 30–34, 4%

• Of the more than 500 thousand final year bachelors students aged 18–29 who were surveyed, 
54% were found to be unemployable

The scale of India’s skilling challenge is vast



How Skills Interact: Combining Key Attributes 



Low-productivity sectors employ higher 
proportions of the workforce and vice versa



Elements of future jobs

• The Internet has changed how people connect to work, with more workers using cloud 
computing, video conferencing and other means to work anywhere, anytime

• Technological cycles are shorter than ever, and digital disruption is likely to recur with greater 
frequency 

• The e-commerce sector could create 14 million jobs in logistics and delivery, and 6 million in 
customer care, information technology and management

• Customer facing jobs with non-routine interactive tasks that depend on soft skills can be 
expected to grow. So can jobs depending on higher-order cognitive skills

• Transferable skills relevant to multiple workplaces are the key to promoting workforce agility



Digital literacy is required for managers 
and permanent workers



Increasingly firms that remain offline, and 

those less likely to adopt and use digital 

services, will run the risk of declining market 

share and suffering from a greater disconnect 

with consumer tastes and preferences.

Small and medium-size
enterprises are not 
digitally engaged



Fixing the mismatches 

• Requires more than vocational skill training 

• India’s economy is transforming into a knowledge economy, with computers performing 
routine tasks

• Collaborative work takes on greater importance, along with sifting vast amounts of 
information to separate signal from noise 

• Employers want to hire people who can identify and solve problems—and work in teams. 
These needs are at odds with the way India’s educational system teaches a body of 
immutable facts

• Entrepreneurs need system skills and resource management skills. They also need advanced 
noncognitive skills such as instructing and negotiating



Connecting women to work

• Between 2004–05 and 2011–12, 15 million women dropped out of India’s 
labour force

• The percentage of working-age women enrolled in education fell from 
12% to 7% (though their number grew by 16 million)

• Skill training for women should prepare them for working in male-dominated
industries

• Increasing opportunities for part-time work would bring more women into 
the labour force 



“Formalising” the informal

• Informal labour is increasingly hired even in the formal sector, raising concerns 
about the quality of employment 

• Formally evaluating previously unrecognised skills, acquired outside formal 
educational and vocational training, can lead to skill certification and 
further skill improvement



Stalled adaptations

• Even though services are booming, only unorganised manufacturing and construction 
are absorbing much labour released from agriculture 

• Technological changes are boosting the capital intensity of manufacturing sectors, 
threatening their future demands for labour

• Trainees just a couple of years after graduating from industrial training institutes – ITIs –
face high unemployment 

• Although industrial on-the-job training and PPP public–private training partnerships 
promise to match skills and work better, they face high dropout rates



Employers
Shift from ‘necessity’ to ‘opportunity’ entrepreneurs

Scale up to reap economies of scale

Provide in-service training for fresh trainees, reskilling and upskilling for experienced workers

Adopt modern labour and human resource practices

Support employees when employers have to retrench them

Use corporate social responsibility to promote the virtuous circle of skilling



Workers
Acquire transferable skills

Learn to learn

Pursue flexible employment, not just lifetime careers



Skill providers
Focus on employability—knowledge plus advanced cognitive, non-cognitive and/or 
technical and vocational skills

Sharpen academic–industry mutual interaction

Ensure flexibility in education and training

Train students for a knowledge economy, with social awareness



Governments
Establish a Commission on 21st Century Skills to prepare a 15-year perspective plan 
for 2020–35

Improve the investment climate and the ease of doing business

Connect private and public stakeholders better

Deregulate labour markets while simultaneously providing social security

Focus on education and skill quality and inclusion

Prepare for the new face of manufacturing

Commission ongoing, regular, skill-related labour market research and better data collection
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